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Abstract
A continuous type side jet controller which has four nozzles with thrust control devices was considered. It is deployed to a
missile for high maneuverability and fast controllability in the terminal guidance phase. However, it causes more complex
aerodynamic jet interactions between the side jet and the supersonic free stream than does the conventional impulse type side
jet with a small single thruster. In this paper, a numerical investigation of the jet interference effects for the missile equipped
with a continuous type side jet thruster is presented. A three-dimensional flow field was simulated by using a commercial
unstructured-based CFD solver. The numerical simulation method was validated through comparison with wind tunnel test
results for the single jet. The method of defining jet direction for this type of side jet control to minimize simulation cases
was also introduced. Flow fields investigation and jet interaction effects for various flow conditions, jet pressure ratios and
defined jet direction conditions were performed. From the numerical simulation for the continuous type side jet, extensive
aerodynamic interference data were obtained to construct an aerodynamic coefficients database for precise missile control.
Key words: Continuous Type Side Jet, CFD, Numerical Simulation, Jet Interaction

1. Introduction
The side jet technology has been widely used for modern
guided missile systems because of its fast response time and
large reaction force compared to conventional control of
surface devices. Typically it is effective in the low dynamic
pressure region, such as the launch phase, and at the terminal
guidance phase at high altitude above the stratosphere. But it
has also been applied to high maneuvering missiles operating
in low atmosphere regimes because of its fast response time
characteristics during the terminal phase.
One of the major disadvantages of applying side jet
technology is the strong aerodynamic jet interaction between
jet flow and free stream. This strong interaction causes
interference forces and moments acting on the missile, which
is the topic of this research.
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The schlieren image and a schematic of the flow field of a
typical side jet control is shown in Fig. 1. The jet plume is acting
as an obstacle to the external flow, which causes a strong
bow shock. An adverse pressure gradient at the upstream
of the jet generates a separation of the boundary layer and
separation shock. The surface pressure at this region is higher
than ambient pressure. Expanded and separated axial flow by
jet plume forms a recirculation region behind the jet, which
causes a low pressure region on the surface.
These integrated high and low pressure regions generate
jet interaction forces and moments. Forces induced by
aerodynamic interference could frequently be acting in
different directions from that of the jet reaction force.
There are two types of side jet control for guided missiles,
which are categorized by their control method: moment
control and force control. For moment control, the impulse
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Figure 1. Typical flow field of the side jet with supersonic free-stream.
(a)jet with supersonic free-stream.((a)
Fig. 1. Typical flow field of the side
((a) Schlieren
(b)Schematic
of sideofjetside
interaction)
Schlierenphotograph,
photograph,
(b)Schematic
jet interaction)

type controller is widely used. The continuous type side jet
controller is suitable for force control because it can generate
large lateral acceleration directly.
A side jet controller of the impulse type uses a multiple
array of small individual thrusters installed far from the
center of gravity. The continuous type side jet control
is performed using four nozzles which are located in
(b)
diametrically opposite directions in two orthogonal planes.
nozzle
has
its own
switching
device
to control
nozzle
Figure Each
1. Typical
flow
field
of the
side jet with
supersonic
free-stream.
thrust. The combinations of the switching units of the nozzles
((a) Schlieren photograph, (b)Schematic of side jet interaction)
enable thrust vectoring. This type of side jet control ensures
omnidirectional control with short response time and large
reaction control forces.
Jet interaction of the continuous side jet thruster is
considered in this research. The principle of the jet interaction
mechanism of the continuous type side jet thruster is the
same as for the conventional side jet thruster, as explained
previously. But the continuous type side jet controller has
a bigger jet nozzle than the conventional side jet thruster
and causes a more complex aerodynamic jet interaction
between the side jet and the supersonic free stream, due
to the operation of multiple nozzles. So, the aerodynamic
interference database has to14be more complicated.
For more than 50 years a great deal of research, analytical
and computational modeling, as well as ground and flight
testing, has been done associated with these aerodynamic
interference effects. The understanding of the phenomena
that occur with respect to the reaction control of missiles
has matured [1, 2]. But it is still difficult to predict precisely
the aerodynamic jet interferences in order to evaluate
jet thruster effectiveness, because of the difficulties in
achieving similitude between a wind tunnel test and
actual flight conditions [3-5]. With the advances in CFD
technology and high performance computing, the CFD
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technique has come to play an important part in predicting
jet interferences of lateral jets [5-12]. However, most studies
have been confined to impulse type small single side jet
applications. Study of the continuous type side jet has not
been published.
In this paper, a numerical investigation of the jet
interference effects for a missile equipped with a continuous
type side jet thruster is presented. Three-dimensional flow
fields are simulated by using an unstructured-based CFD
solver. The simulation method was validated with single
jet wind tunnel test14results. Flow field investigation and
jet interaction effects were conducted for various flow
conditions, jet pressure ratios and jet direction conditions.
A method of defining jet direction for this to minimize
simulation cases is also introduced.

2. Computational method and validation
A numerical simulation was performed for a canardtail configuration missile with a continuous type side jet
thruster. The finite volume based commercial CFD solver,
STAR-CCM+, was used for this simulation.
To evaluate the accuracy of the simulation method,
computation was conducted for single jet-on cases and the
results were compared with the wind tunnel data. The wind
tunnel test was performed only for a single jet installed
model, due to model complexity.

2.1 Computational method
A steady-state Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
simulation was performed using STAR-CCM+, which
employs the finite volume method allowing the use of
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the pressure ratio as jet interaction scaling parameters, as defined in Equations (1) and (2).
These parameters were selected to match actual flight conditions. R. Chamberlain [5] explained that
These parameters were selected to match actual flight conditions. R. Chamberlain [5] explained that
the MPR, defined as the ratio of momentum flow out of the jet to the free stream momentum flow, is
the MPR, defined as the ratio of momentum flow out of the jet to the free stream momentum flow, is
the most important parameter to achieving similitude in jet interaction. Holding the MPR as constant
the most important parameter to achieving similitude in jet interaction. Holding the MPR as constant
ensures that the flow blockage due to the jet exhaust, the wrap-around shock strength, and the low
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ensures that the flow blockage due to the jet exhaust, the wrap-around shock strength, and the low
pressure wake characteristics remain similar.

pressure wake characteristics remain similar.
the jet exhaust, the wrap-around shock strength, and the low
arbitrary polyhedral meshes. In this study, a fully-coupled
pressure wake
characteristics remain similar.
density based solver formulation was applied with a second PM2  A 
order upwind based AUSM+ scheme for the convective fluxMPR  j j j  j  2
(1)
  P M 2  jAPbj M
j  Aj 

calculation, and second-order central discretization for the
MPR 
(1) (1)


  P M 2  Ab 
diffusion terms. An implicit scheme is used for the time

integration. The SST k-ω model was used for turbulence
Pj
closure.
PR 
(2) (2)
Pj
P
About eight million polyhedral mesh cells were

PR 
(2)
P
constructed for the body canard configuration missile with
Six were
components
of the
aerodynamic
Six components of aerodynamic coefficients
gathered from
wind tunnelcoefficients
test for free were
side jet, and 20 prism layers were used for near wall boundary
gathered
from
the
wind
tunnel
test
for
free
stream
Six in
components
of aerodynamic coefficients were gathered from the wind tunnel
testMach
for free
calculation. Fine grids were
constructed
the nose,
control
stream
Mach numbers
1.6 and
2.4, angle ofnumbers
attack 0°1.6
andand
8°,2.4,
and angle
MPR ranging
from
to 3.0.
The MPR
of attack
0° 0and
8°, and
surfaces and jet injection region stream
to capture
Machcomplex
numbers flow
1.6 and 2.4,
angle of
attack
and MPR
ranging from
0 to 3.0. The
ranging
from
0 to0°
3.0.and
The8°,
moment
coefficients
are measured
moment
coefficients
are measured
fields. The rectangular-shaped
nozzle
configuration
of theat the center of gravity of the missile, which is located at 7.6
at the center of gravity of the missile, which is located at 7.6
moment coefficients
measured at the center of gravity of the missile, which is located at 7.6
jet thruster was modeledcalibers,
from the
andarethe
justthroat
behind region
the nozzle.
calibers, just behind the nozzle.
stagnation inlet boundary condition was applied with the jet
calibers, just behind the nozzle.
chamber conditions.

2.3 Validation with the wind tunnel test results for

2.3 Validation with the wind tunnel test resultssingle
for single
jet jet

2.2 Wind tunnel test and jet interaction scaling pa2.3 Validation with the wind tunnel test results for single jet
rameters

A numerical simulation was conducted for the wind
tunnel
simulation
cases in terms
A numerical
was type
conducted for the test
windconditions.
tunnel test Detailed
conditions.
Detailed simulation
The experiments were conducted
at simulation
a blow down
measured as the difference in
aerodynamic
coefficients
with
and
without
the
jet flow,
which1.is defined
of the MPR
pressure
conditions
are shown
in Table
A Agency
numericalforsimulation
for and
the wind
tunnel
test conditions.
Detailed
simulation
Trisonic wind tunnel test facility of
Defense was conducted
cases in terms of the MPR and pressure conditions are shown in Table 1. Jet interference effects were
Jet interference effects were measured as the difference
Development(ADD). The model used in
in Equation
the experiment
(3).
cases in terms of the MPR and pressure
conditions are
shown in Table
1. Jetwithout
interference
were
in aerodynamic
coefficients
with and
the effects
jet flow,
is a 1:5 scale model of about 17 calibers (x/D) long missile
which 5is defined in Equation (3).
configuration. Only a single jet at ϕ=180o circumferential

position and an axial distance of seven calibers from the
5 jet) - C w (without jet)
(3)
C w 
Cw (with
(3)
nose was installed in the test model, due to model size
restriction. The exit Mach number of the nozzle was set at
The jet interference forces and moments coefficients are
3.6. N2 gas was supplied to the jet nozzle from the reservoir
compared with the numerical simulation results in Fig. 2. The
The jet interference forces and moments coefficients are compared with the numerical simulation
with various chamber pressure conditions. A strut-mounted
normal force coefficient changes due to jet interaction results
model support system was used in the test
section
six normalfor
the coefficient
simulations
are indue
agreement
with theresults
experimental
results
in Fig.and
2. The
force
changes
to jet interaction
for the simulations
components internal balance were used to measure forces
data, with less than a 5% error at MPR 1.0. For pitching
are in agreement with the moment
experimental
data, with
less than
5% error at
MPR 1.0.
For pitching
and moments.
coefficient
changes,
the asimulation
predicted
these
The test conditions were designed to
simulate
various changes,
values
a 10%predicted
error range.
The
resulting
interactions
moment
coefficient
the with
simulation
these
values
with jet
a 10%
error range. The
altitude conditions at free stream Mach 1.6 and 2.4. These
of the side jet thruster are unfavorable, because they act on
jet interactions
ofthe
the opposite
side jet thruster
are unfavorable,
because they act on the opposite of
conditions were rearranged with the resulting
jet to free
stream
of the reaction
force direction.
momentum parameter ratio and the pressure
ratio as jet
Fig. 3 shows the Mach contours in the vertical symmetry
the reaction force direction.
interaction scaling parameters, as defined in Equations (1)
plane at Mach 2.4, and they present the effects of MPR
Fig. 3 shows the Mach contours
in the
symmetry
plane at Mach
2.4, increases,
and they present the
and (2).
and angle
of vertical
attack on
jet interaction.
As MPR
These parameters were selected to match actual flight
the obstruction produced by the jet increases, and
effects of MPR and angle of attack on jet interaction. As MPR increases, the obstruction produced by
conditions. R. Chamberlain [5] explained that the MPR,
consequently jet interaction become larger. When the
o
defined as the ratio of momentum flow
of the jetand
to consequently
angle ofjetattack
increases
at larger.
ϕ=180When
, the barrel
shock
of the
theout
jet increases,
interaction
become
the angle
of attack
increases at
the free stream momentum flow, is the most important
jet in the windward direction bent down to the missile body

 180  , the barrel shock of the jet in the windward direction bent down to the missile body due to
parameter to achieving
similitude
in jetininteraction.
Holding
to body cross flow. This effect results in an increase in
Originals
of tables used
the text (each
on a separatedue
sheet).
the MPR as constant ensures that the flow
blockage
due
to
jet
interaction.
body cross flow. This effect results in an increase in jet interaction.
Table 1. MPR and Pressure ratio conditions for the validation
Table 1. MPR and Pressure ratio conditions for the validation

Mach\MPR
1.6
2.4

0.5
1.0
1.2
2.3
3. Continuous type
2.6 side jet simulation
5.2

2.0
4.6
10.4

The continuous type side jet controller consists of four equally-spaced nozzles along the
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Fig. 2. Comparison of jet
interaction
normal force
moment
coefficients
for various
MPR
((a) and coefficients
(b) jet interaction
Figure
2. Comparison
of and
jet pitching
interaction
normal
force and
pitching
moment
for at α=0 , (c) and (d)
o
jet interaction at α=8 )
various MPR

((a) and (b) jet interaction at   0o , (c) and (d) jet interaction at   8o )

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(b) α=0o, (d) MPR=2.0
Figure
3. Mach
contourcases
of single
jet ((a)
simulation
ato,M=2.4
MPR
=
 2.0
0o ,and
α=8o, and
Fig. 3. Mach contour
of single
jet simulation
at M=2.4
MPR =1.0cases
and α=0
(b) MPR((a)
= 1.0
and =1.0
(c) MPR
o
o
o
o
and α=8 )
MPR = 1.0 and   8 , (c) MPR = 2.0 and   0 , (d) MPR=2.0 and   8 )

3. Continuous type side jet simulation
The continuous type side jet controller consists of four
equally-spaced nozzles along the circumferential position.
Each nozzle has the same geometry as the previous single
jet nozzle. They generate jet forces for the desired direction
with the combination of four nozzles. This thrust vectoring
method of the continuous type side jet is shown in Fig. 4.
So the jet interaction changes according to the operating jet
direction.

A numerical simulation of jet interference effects for the
missile equipped with a continuous type side jet thruster
15
was conducted with the CFD analysis method described
in Section 2.1. Jet gases were modeled as the lumped gases
of chemical mixture for the simulation. This means that
the simulation of the gas constant γ=1.24 is the same as the
real jet gas, and it doesn’t simulate the chemical reaction of
exhaust gases.
The primary aim of side jet analysis is obtaining
aerodynamic data with which to construct a 6 Degrees of
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odeled as the lumped gases of chemical mixture for the simulation. This means that the simulation

f the gas constant   1.24 is the same as the real jet gas, and it doesn’t simulate the chemical

action of exhaust gases.
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The primary aim of side jet analysis is obtaining aerodynamic data with which to construct a 6

state; F1: jet direction ; F2: jet direction ; F3: jet direction ) in
Freedom(6DOF) aerodynamic database of jet interference
egrees of Freedom(6DOF) aerodynamic database of jet interference for precise missile control.
Fig. 5 can represent all jet directions, because all other jet
for precise missile control. However, aerodynamic jet
owever, aerodynamic jet interference
interference isis aa function
parameters
including
flight Mach
direction conditions can be reproduced by the defined four
functionofofmany
many
parameters
including

jet direction cases with geometrical symmetry.
flight Mach number, altitude, size of jet forces, angle of
umber, altitude, size of jet forces, angle of attack, bank angle and jet direction (Equation (4)).
So the simulation was conducted for these defined jet
attack, bank angle and jet direction (Equation (4)).
direction conditions at various free stream conditions.
So to reduce
burden of
constructing
a full jet
So to reduce the burden of constructing
a full the
jet interaction
database,
an understanding
of jet flow
There are slight geometrical differences between the
interaction database, an understanding of jet flow
haracteristics and a proper modeling method is needed. For this reason, a simulation was performed
defined jet direction and reproduced jet direction due to
characteristics and a proper modeling method is needed.
different orientation of nozzle throat opening device. But
For
this
reason,
a
simulation
was
performed
to
find
out
the
find out the jet interaction characteristics according to the jet interaction parameter variations. The
we presumed that the effect of the nozzle switching device
jet interaction characteristics according to the jet interaction
mulation Mach number andparameter
MPR conditions
are presented
in Table 2.Mach
The analysis
was
carried out
is negligible.
variations.
The simulation
number
and
MPR
conditions
are
presented
in
Table
2.
The
analysis
was
cover an angle of attack ranging from 0 to 28 and a bank angle ranging from 0 to 360 .
carried out to cover an angle of attack ranging from 0o to 28o
3.2 Simulation results of continuous type side jet
o
o
and a bank angle ranging from 0 to 360 .
The qualitative features of jet interaction flow for the
(4)
C f 
f ( M  , H , F ,  ,  ,  jet )
(4)
defined jet directions (F0, F1, F2, F3) at Mach number=3.0,
MPR=1.0 and α=0o is presented in terms of Mach number
distribution in Fig. 6.
1 Definition of jet direction
ofD
continuous
type
jet
3.1 
efinition of
jetside
direction
of continuous type side
The Mach contours at the side view and at the cross section
jet
of the nozzle center are compared for different jet direction
conditions. The bow shock generated by obstruction of the
Thethruster
continuous
type side
jet thruster
jet forceswith the
The continuous type side jet
generates
jet forces
for thegenerates
desired direction
jet changes all flow fields behind the side jet thruster.
for the desired direction with the combination of four
ombination of four nozzles.
Therefore,
there are
nozzle
combinations
depending
on the required For the jet direction F0 case, jet interaction occurs
nozzles.
Therefore,
there
are nozzle
combinations
depending
symmetrically because the side jet turns on all thrusters
on the required orientation of the lateral propulsion force.
rientation of the lateral propulsion force. All circumferential jet directions (  jet 
0 ~ 360 ) should
o
o
in two orthogonal planes with the same strength. A slight
All circumferential jet directions (θjet=0 ~360 ) should be
asymmetry of the jet plume is caused by the orientation of
considered
when constructing
jet interference
e considered when constructing
a jet interference
database,aand
this requires adatabase,
large number of
nozzle throat opening device which is defined in Fig. 5.
and this requires a large number of simulation cases.
For the jet direction F1 case, a large jet interaction is
mulation cases.
In this paper, a method of defining jet direction for
observed
at the fully opened thruster. Similar jet interaction
continuous type jet control was introduced to minimize
In this paper, a method of defining jet direction for continuous type jet control was introduced to
flow
characteristics
according to jet thruster states are
simulation cases. Considering full thrust conditions and null
captured for the jet direction F2 and F3 cases.
inimize simulation cases. thrust
Considering
full
thrust
conditions(F0:
andzero
nullreaction
thrust force
state, null
the four jet
state, the
four
jet directions
The effects of the angle of attack and flow bank angle on
rections (F0: zero reaction force null state; F1: jet direction 0 ; F2: jet direction 22.5 ; F3: jet
jet interaction normal forces and pitching moments for the
various jet directions are shown as a surface plot in Fig. 7.
rection 45 ) in Fig. 5 can represent all jet directions, because all other jet direction conditions can

e reproduced by the defined four jet direction cases with geometrical symmetry.
7 on a separate sheet).
Originals of tables used in the text (each

Table 1. MPR and Pressure ratio conditions for the validation

Mach\MPR
0.5
1.0
1.2
2.3
1.6
2.6
5.2
2.4
Fig. 4. Illustrations of continuous type side jet for thrust vectoring

2.0
4.6
10.4

Table 2. Jet interaction simulation conditions(MPR)
Table 2. Jet interaction simulation conditions(MPR)

Altitude\Mach
H1
H2

3.0
1.0
3.0
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The change of jet interaction effects along the flow bank
angle in the jet direction F0 case is small because all nozzles
are symmetrically opened. The jet interaction acts on
unfavorable direction because they diminish normal forces
and increase pitching moments at the center of gravity.
Fig. 8 shows the changes of side force and yawing moment
coefficients due to jet interaction. The asymmetrical side

All jet interference aerodynamic coefficients are measured
in the aerodynamic axis system. The peak jet interference for
each jet direction case occurs when the main thruster, the
largest opened nozzle, is located in the windward direction.
It is clear from the Figure that with the increase in angle of
attack, the jet interference has increased. The maximum jet
interference is observed in the jet direction F1 at ϕ=180o.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. Mach contour of continuous type side jet simulation results at Mach=3.0, MPR=1.0
Fig. 6. Mach contour of continuous type side jet simulation results at Mach=3.0, MPR=1.0 and α=0o ((a)Jet direction: F0, (b) Jet direction: F1, (c)Jet
and
 direction:
 0o ((a)Jet
direction: F2, (d)Jet
F3) direction: F0, (b) Jet direction: F1, (c)Jet direction: F2, (d)Jet direction: F3)
18
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moments are small compared to normal forces and pitching moments.

To evaluate the defined jet direction method in Section 3.1, a numerical sim

for the jet direction  jet  67.5  with the same flow conditions. The results ar

peak jet interference occurs at a bank angle of   90  when the main thr
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windward direction. The interaction effect for the jet direction  jet  67.5  a

forces and yawing moments are generated according to
the angle of attack and flow bank angle in the jet directions
F1~F3. But the magnitude of jet interference side forces and
yawing moments are small compared to normal forces and
pitching moments.
To evaluate the defined jet direction method in Section
3.1, a numerical simulation was carried out for the jet
direction θjet=67.5o with the same flow conditions. The
results are shown in Fig. 9. The peak jet interference occurs
at a bank angle of ϕ=90o when the main thruster is located
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Fig. 7. Jet interaction normal force and pitching moment coefficients for the various jet directions at Mach=3.0 and MPR=1.0
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Fig. 8. Jet interaction side force and yawing moment coefficients for the various jet directions at Mach=3.0 and MPR=1.0
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